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                                 “Security” in Nigeria: A House of Sleaze 

The sacking of the disgraced Director General of the Department of State Services Mr. 
Lawal Daura by the Acting President Professor Yemi Osibanjo put another flash light on 
Nigeria’s failed and failing security practice.  In particular, the affair draws attention to the 
motivation behind this security practice above all else amongst officialdom in the 
country. The motivation for those who are at the helm of this security is MONEY. Money 
they can make for self in order to secure their yesterday, today and tomorrow. Their goes 
the truest meaning of security they shield from most Nigerians!  

This monetary motivation revolved around the perception build on security that weaved 
such importance to necessitate its politicisation and securitisation whenever the issue 
comes up for treatment in public affairs. For now, security is essentially the role of the 
police, civil defence, political police and the military in their task as prescribed in the 
enabling laws. Although the Nigeria practice of security lacked philosophical, legal and 
policy platforms and is impervious of theoretical underpinnings, its administration 
unconsciously uses instruments of politicisation and securitisation.  

Politicisation is to make an issue appear to be open and participatory for citizens’ even as 
it true intention is to exclude citizens as well as limit the interference of political 
bureaucracy in the process. Securitisation is to present an issue in urgent and existential 
language and as important to be precluded from political contestation to enable 
prioritisation over other issues. These languages and not the sensitivity of the concepts in 
its theoretical formulation have featured on security or issues couched in the prevailing 
security practice in Nigeria.  

The securitisation of security in Nigeria is the function of the internationalisation of 
security following the end of the Cold War. In particular, the events after 9/11, the 
enlistment of countries within the vertical relation that prioritised the security worries of 
the developed world – this time terrorism - , the connection drawn between security and 
foreign investment for developing countries and the narrow interests of the political and 
military elites within the developing countries all served to promote this security. 
Nigeria’s long military rule and the military’s mismanagement of the economy and 
society was also an added dimension of the development of security. Military rule 
socialised most Nigerians into its variant of security.  

The need to democratise security in the context of the political experiment in place since 
1999 has so far failed. It has failed largely because of the evolving interest on security for 
the political and military elite in Nigeria. The prevailing security practice is beneficial to 
both because it protects and advances their interests. Among the interest is to safeguard 
the place of the political class as the governing elite and to dissuade the only threat to 
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their hold on power – the military – by surrendering the management of this security to 
their competence. The single denomination for this interest is: making MONEY.  

Security is the biggest money spinning machine in Nigeria because the political, military, 
intellectual and most Nigerians are agreed that it is a portfolio that requires politicisation 
and securitisation. It explained the growing interest on security among all and sundry and 
the jostling between the executive and legislature over the management or 
mismanagement of security and insecurity in the country. The financial benefit of this 
mismanagement was one of the issues exposed by the sacking of Mr. Daura from the DSS. 

When law enforcement agents entered Mr. Daura’s house, over N21 billion (twenty one 
billion naira), over 400 arms of varying types and thousand of Permanent Voter Cards 
(PVC) for Nigerien nationals were found in several safe boxes, drawers and bags. How 
would he account for these items? According to one theory, the money was said to have 
been handed over to him by his predecessor in office, Mr. Ita Ekpenyong. It was alleged 
that Mr. Daura had shielded Mr. Ekpenyong from arrest by the Economic and Financial 
Crimes Commission (EFCC) while in office. What was the money meant for? Perhaps Mr. 
Daura’s share of a huge pay-off facilitated by his predecessor! Among the issues raised was 
Mr. Daura dipping his hand into welfare and insurance monies of members of the DSS. It 
would not be the first time. Remember Mr. Abdulrasheed Maina and the fraud in the 
Customs, Immigration and Prisons Pensions (CIPPO)! 

What about the 400 arms stashed in the house? Perhaps it was for future operation – 
personal money-driven operation - either using DSS operatives or hoodlums come 2019. 
The persona of Mr. Daura could be likened to that of the former President of Panama, 
General Manuel Antonio Noriega who was famed to have played the Americans and the 
Soviets at the height of the Cold War for cash. Mr. Daura’s loyalty is to money and 
money only. In his position as the head of Nigeria’s domestic intelligence agency he was 
available for any faction or factions of the state that was willing to settle him. The 
incessant clash of the DSS under his watch with the Economic and Financial Crimes 
Commission was over his interest in getting his hand on reports which could be used for 
blackmail to make money.  

What about the PVCs? It was to enlist the Nigerien to vote for the candidate that would 
pay the highest fee to Mr. Daura. Imagine a Nigerian saddled with the management of 
domestic intelligence in possession of critical and sensitivity item such as the PVCs of non 
Nigerian nationals whom he aided to register! Imagine the implication of this to the so-
called conception of security he represented!  

Mr. Daura’s stashing of over N21 billion in his personal or official residence would not be 
the first and the last among the heads of the so-called security agencies in Nigeria. There 
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was Mr. Ayodele Oke who stashed over N40 billion in different currencies in one of the 
safe houses in Ikoyi belonging to National Intelligence Agency, the external wing of 
Nigeria’s intelligence. I recalled noting that the money was meant for a critical covert 
operation involving just Mr. Oke and Mrs. Folashade Oke! What happened to the money 
and the investigation is part of the transparent anti corruption campaign of Mr. President. 
What should we say will happen to Mr. Daura and his loot? Previous cases answer this 
question. In the name of ‘national security’, the outcomes of the investigations were 
quietly secured from public view! 

These two examples were part of the many examples abound regarding public officials 
pilfering their ministries, agencies and departments and stashing them in houses, septic 
tanks, underground vault and in cemetery etc. In some cases, these loots were forgotten 
by their owners. In the many examples of the sleaze associated with security was the 
revelation from the Office of the National Security Adviser under Colonel Sambo Dasuki 
where over two billion dollars was shared in the name security. This was money so-called 
set aside to fight Boko Haram often described as insurgency, terrorism or both. This 
confusion over the designation of Boko Haram was either informed by the managers’ 
ignorance of the trends in security or the application of securitisation in order to get their 
hands on resources. The expenditure profile revealed the money was disbursed to secure 
the welfare of the political and military individuals involved. They were the INSURGENTS 
and/or TERRORISTS fighting tormenting Nigerians. 

Apart from the Daura saga, we are unaware of the ongoing pilfering of other so-called 
agencies of security by their bosses. There is the army, air force, navy and the police. It 
would amount to elegant naiveté to think these agencies are not been pilfered by their 
bosses in name of security. Mr. Daura’s cup was full hence the tactless conduct that nailed 
and expose the house of sleaze he led as the Director General of the DSS. There are other 
houses of sleaze waiting to be busted in the unusual circumstances that threw up the 
Daura saga.  

The quiet battle ongoing among the executive and legislature over the soul of the 
prevailing practice of security in Nigeria in the light of what is seemingly an orchestrated 
failure and failing of this security or the conversion of this failure and failing into 
pecuniary benefit is predicated on the huge and often misguided convention that shield-
from-public-scrutiny the monies to be expended on security. At the moment and in the 
state of ungoverned security space in the country – ungoverned because of the lack of 
philosophical, legal and policy platforms - the executive seemingly is in charge of security 
largely because its agencies – the police, civil defence, DSS, NIA and military – is in charge 
and manages the practice that represented security.   
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It is possible to posit that the resulting monies to be made exclude those in the legislature 
hence their incessant disagreement. While the legislature tries to make up for the 
exclusive slush fund that security represented for the executive especially in the area of 
security vote by padding the budget and using constituency projects, the seeming endless 
resource that the big business of security entail ensured that these two arms of 
government continued to jostle over the control of security.    

The fall of Mr. Daura may not be the end of the failure and failing associated with the 
prevailing practice of security. It may not be the end of the revelation of the purpose –
money making - of this security for the individuals and corporate interests managing it. It 
may not represent an inquiry into murky dealings that would yield reform in line with 
fighting corruption and revamping the economy. It may not be the end of the refusal to 
subject security to self evaluation on the scale of productivity and turn security inside out 
for its failure and failing. It may not hold out any hope for the creation of security 
philosophy with a Nigerian history, experience and reality anchored on legal and policy 
platforms for the first time.  

It may be yet another fruitless journey on the path to the destruction of Nigeria by forces 
known and unknown but in particular those in the big business called “security”. Their 
path to success is orchestrated by the impunity that typifies this administration and its 
functionaries in their clueless fight against corruption. 

  


